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this group couldn’t perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020, or was not selected

number of persons on tour

current residence



Peeters Dries

Bukkersstraat 32
8900 Ieper
België

+32 479 185 498
dries.peeters94@gmail.com

Abruit 1

ABRUIT is a visuel and auditory installation that takes place in and
around a hidden hiding place. This shelter is the starting point for
the installation that improvises with objects and surroundings.
The public can only guess about what happens on the inside and
gets carried away by a story of imagination, coincidence and
suggestions.
An installation with a heart that pomps and blows continuosly. The
installation consist of a hidden centre where tubes and wires leads
to instruments around the exterior of the

installation. With these wires and instruments ABRUIT reveals the
acoustics of the surroundings.
In the nest two performers are hidden. There are different kinds of
instruments hanging from the crest of the three. The instruments
are being played by the two performers the nest. The performers
are conntected with the instrument trough tick ropes. Because of
the way the perfomers play, a 360 dgrees soundboard will
originates.

Abruit
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau1:00 h

nieuw talent / new
talent / talent

nouveau

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

2
ARTISTS: Dries Peeters (België); Lukas De Clerck (België);

Ieper (België); Brussel (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://youtu.be/QVuKKdSHUQc

-



de Bruijn Jelle

M van Nimwegenpad 13
3813 CL Amersfoort
Nederland

+31 6 24 66 12 98
info@actic.nl

Actic (1) 2

Actic Airlines is our new airline that brings people from point A to
point B of the festival site. After the security check passangers can
go on board in the ‘airplane’. The plane is an old fashion kiddy ride
bumpy airplane. There is a captain on board of the airplane. He
informs the passengers with all kinds of information.
Behind the airplane 6 original seats from a plane  are towed. In
total, there are 6 spots for the passengers in one flight.

Actic Airlines
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Jelle de Bruijn (Nederland); Leo van der Veen (Nederland); Janneke
Everaars (Nederland);

Amersfoort (Nederland);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/389457274

https://vimeo.com/395425628

www.actic.nl

https://actic.diezitgoed.nl/nl/actic-airlines



de Bruijn Jelle

M van Nimwegenpad 13
3813 CL Amersfoort
Nederland

+31 6 24 66 12 98
info@actic.nl

Actic (2) 3

The Photo-Oud-O-maat is a photo booth with an aged interior.
Visitors can sit on their walker before the screen. They press the
button and several seconds later a sheet with the photo (10x15) will
come trough the hatch. In the case of the Photo-Oud-O-maat the
picture will be printed in an 80 plus version.
It’s fun to see how you look on an older age!
De Photo-Oud-O-Maat only needs one electric outlet and it can be
placed everywhere, even outside. The Photo-Oud-O-Maat can print
a maximum of 400 pictures a day.

photo-oud-o-maat
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau1:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Jelle de Bruijn (Nederland); Leo van der Veen (Nederland); Janneke
Everaars (Nederland);

Amersfoort (Nederland);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gaA9afAElk&feature=emb_logo

www.actic.nl



Schvarzstein Adrian
Sirvyte Jurate

Carrer amistat 22 2-1
8005 Barcelona
Spain

+34 6 49 73 84 93
greenbed@hotmail.com

Adrian Schvarzstein and Jurate Sirvyte 4

They came from the not-so-distant past and therefore see the
present-day world through somewhat different eyes. They appear
to be blissfully naïve and willing to help everyone and in every
place. They surprise passers-by with their funny behavior, provoke
and make them laugh by creating absurd and surreal situations.
Music that is heard from their suitcases is the only clue as to
where these two strangers came from. The audience then,
becomes part of this performance.

a show about migrations, exiles, new comers,
a show about us!

Arrived
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:40 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

2
ARTISTS: Adrian Schvarzstein (Argentina); Juraste Sírvyte (Lithuania);

Barcelona (Spain); Vilnius (Lithuania);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=283&v=fwnEcHw8gLA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUptnMkza3c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QKrY5ETXTJA

www.adrianschvarzstein.com



Melief Rachel

Westerhoutstraat 8
2012 JR Haarlem
Nederland
+31 6 21 50 34 40
+31 6 21 50 34 40
info@benchatheater.nl

AIRA vertical wall dance 5

AIRA consists of an enthusiastic international team of "flying"
professionals with more than 15 years of experience in creating
and conducting spectacular shows and events.
Each of them possesses unique qualities in the field of acrobatics,
technology, theater or dance that they merge into special
creations.
They have no fear of heights and challenge gravity with weightless
acrobatic ingenuity, but above all they enjoy what they do and play
every performance from the heart.

Within these shows, acrobatics and dance are blended together
and performed seemingly weightless  on a vertical stage.Their
dancers are ready to perform on the walls of towers, churches,
high buildings, factories or skyscrapers all over the world.
AIRA’s show will move any audience when they are performing
their spectacular tricks while telling a beautiful story.

N.M.G No More Gravity
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:25 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

7
ARTISTS: Rachel Melief  (Nederland); Dimiter Simeonov (Bulgarije);
Micka Karlsson (Zweden); Sarah Kooij (Nederland); Richard Verbree (Nederland);
Alma Nieto (Spain);
TECHNICIANS: Ignas (Nederland);

Amsterdam (Nederland);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GhyGDdo95yg&feature=youtu.be

www.benchatheater.nl

www.verticalwalldance.com



Kucera Viktor

Binderstrasse 8a
31141 Hildesheim
Germany
+49 5121 13 26 93
+49 172 41 55 396
viktor@altrego.de

Altrego 6

Mo, actually Manfred K. from Hildesheim/Germany, is the most
important and, unfortunately, the single member of a Biker Club
MC Hilde. He cruises on his wooden Harley-Davidson though the
folks. His two (non wooden) body guards keep the groupies on
distance. ‘Cause, who can resist his chame? Would You?

A walk-act featured by real Harley Davidson sound.
For mixed public.

Rider Mo
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Viktor Kucera (Czech Republic); Dirk Volkmann (Germany);
OTHER PERSONS: Andrea Kucera (Germany);

Hildesheim (Germany);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NlQR7JV_meA&feature=emb_logo

www.altrego.de



Kristin McCarthy Anna

8
10
10411 Tallinn
Estonia

+37 25 64 70 241
annakristin.mc@gmail.com

Anna Krazy 7

"All Strings Attached" is a fascinating contemporary street show
of dance, acrobatics and contortion!
Anna Krazy bends as if she had no bones and does tricks that will
leave you breathless!
Extreme contortion and krazy acrobatics! This heart warming and
astonishing show is a must see!

All Strings Attached
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:45 h

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

1
ARTISTS: Anna Kristin McCarthy (Estonia);

Tallinn (Estonia);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FIl9K0pHXaE&feature=emb_logo

https://www.annakreations.com/



Broden Linn
(XTRAX) Elena
Chandos lodge moorings
Durley Lane
BS31 2AJ Durley Lane
UK
+44 75 27 19 66 57
+44 75 27 19 66 57
slackropelinn@gmail.com; elena@xtrax.org.uk

Apocalyptic Circus 8

My House is a circus theatre experience for children and their
families. This magical, quirky structure, invites people to come
close and almost become part of the performance. The show
explores, in a playful way, what habits and routines we create to
feel at home and how we must compromise to live alongside
others. After the show everyone is welcome to explore and play in
the structure.

It comprises of a 30 minute show, which takes place inside a free
standing structure with an audience of 80-100 people looking in
through windows and doors, followed by a play session after each
show where the audience are invited inside the structure.

Thee can perform twice in a day, or three times by special
arrangement.

My House
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

5
ARTISTS: Linn Broden  (Sweden); Sunniva Byvard  (Denmark);
TECHNICIANS: Tom Richmond  (UK);
OTHER PERSONS:  Nora Richmond (child) (UK); Eva Siljeholm (Nanny)
(Sweden);

Bristiol (UK); Copenhagen (Denmark);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KkDQ6GONVxM&feature=youtu.be

http://linnbroden.com/apocalyptic-circus/



Arnaud Mélanie
Probst Barbara

11 avenue Pierre Coubertin
84000 Avignon
France
+33 6 17 64 33 76
+33 6 17 64 33 76
etbarbara2@gmail.com

Barbara Probst – Compagnie le meme balle 9

A duel in the bathroom. Once upon a time there was a shiny
luxurious bathtub and a fancy and dynamic businesswoman. The
woman was determined to sell the bathtub. During a demonstration
of the bathtub the bussineswoman tells you everything about all
the latest technologies of the tub. At one moment the mechanics
doesn’t functions well anymore. The foam in the bath piles up and
the floor of the bathroom becomes wet. A few spectacular slip ups
happens, and finally the woman falls into the tub.

During all these events the businesswoman carries on on
promoting the bathtub. But then the bathtub begins to resist. A
clownish adventure between a bathtub and their mistress. A
burlesque adventure on the waves of the water.

Histoire d'eau
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:20 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Barbara Probst (Austria);
TECHNICIANS: Diab Facundo (Argentina);
OTHER PERSONS: Mélanie Arnaud (France);

Avignon (France);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/295178804

https://vimeo.com/295174564

www.lamemeballe.fr



Benoit Ruben

Spinnerijstraat 105
8500 Kortrijk
België

+32 495 783 599
ruben@bolwerk.be

Bolwerk 10

Booster’s Treatment Center is an interactive experience theatre.
By participating during the performance the audiance will icrease
their efficiency and productivity. Booster’s Treatment Center (BTC)
has 4 different types of treatments. The BTC diagnosis defines
which treatment every participant must take. After this crazy
experience the participant leaves the setting. All of the participants
will be devided in 4 different groups after the diagnosis.

Each group has it’s own limits that disturbs their acting during
society. Lucky for them, there are BTC local specialist that will
treat everyone thanks to their skills and technics. The act will be
performed continuously in timetables of 2 hours. During these 2
hours 4 sessions can be performed with a maximum of 48 persons.

Booster's Treatment Center
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau2:00 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

7
ARTISTS: Ruben Benoit (België); Servaas Benoit (België); Thomas Logghe
(België); Wouter Verdegem (België); Eline Vyncke (België); Ellen Neyt (België);
Ward Sulmont (België);

Kortrijk (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

www.bolwerk.be



Mariano Guz
Egle

via Battedizzo 1
40037 Sasso Marconi
Italy
+39 38 03 66 76 78
+39 39 14 53 23 69
bubbleoncircus@gmail.com

Bubble On Circus 11

Welcome to the art of painting the air with colours that dance with
the wind.
Clown, soap bubbles and magic are parts of this romantic show
where the couple will realize choreographies among thousands
bubbles.
An original proposal created for surprising and entertaining the all
family.

La vie est bulle
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:25 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

4
ARTISTS: Mariano Hernan Guz (Argentina); Anna Egle Sciarappa (Italy);
OTHER PERSONS: Alekos Ottaviucci (Italy); Ilaria Fioretto (Italy);

Bologna (Italy);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/369719361

www.bubbleoncircus.com



Renouard Nadja

Impasse de l’avenir, 20
4020 Liège
Belgique

+32 496 298 712
mail@demant.be

Buguel Noz Marionnettes 12

A poetic performance for all audiances. The acts with marionettes,
by Buguel Noz, are very intense, tender, lyrical and creates
astonishment. Music, dance and marionettes bring together
moments of pure magic.

 Earth and Fire poetry
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:20 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

1
ARTISTS: Nadja Renouard (France);

Liège (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ns2aFGJBtpU

http://www.demant.be/buguelnoz/



Gascon Berta

ConMuchoArte
Carretera Robres - Grañen s/n
22260 Grañen
Spain

+34 6 10 96 12 92
info@conmuchoarte.net

Chimichurri 13

Everythings is in balance
Man sometimes is not.
Like a Rafael Dante.
His imbalance is similar to anyone`s
But his balance is not.
On one side of the balance: technique, accuaracy and
concentration
On the other side: absurdity, humor, the unexpected.
In equal quantities, in balance.

Like humor with respect
Like an equilibrist on their objets.
Like the structure of our DNA
Or “CUALQUIER VERDURA” DNA

Anyway
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:45 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

1
ARTISTS: Rafael Dante (Argentina);

Madrid (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/143794894

https://vimeo.com/88756936

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5FkJZLRTdkc&feature=emb_logo

https://www.chimichurricircoeventos.com/



McCarthy Chris

8
10
10411 Tallinn
Estonia

+37 25 64 70 241
fractafire@gmail.com

Chris Blaze 14

"The Greatest High Energy Ninja Style Fire Show On The Planet"
The Blazed Up Fire Show is loaded with high energy, fire and
explosions. Many call him the new age "Street Fighter".
Besides creating unbelievable fire effects and putting the audience
on the edge of their seats with his fire eating set and big
explosions, he also manages to use the audience in a charming,
clever and entertaining way.

This show promises that "non will leave disappointed"

The Fire Ninja
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:45 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

1
ARTISTS: Chris MacCarthy (Australia);

Tallinn (Estonia);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3qFwVk5ZFE&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfbT7zDD-Ds&feature=youtu.be

https://www.chrisblaze.net/



Maria

Germanes Escardó i Valls 17
8320 El Masnou
Spain
+34 6 00 39 22 73
+34 6 00 39 22 73
paupalaus@trompezcirkus.com

Cia Pau Palaus 15

"Fané Solamente", a clown performance where the improvisation
have a lot of weight as well as the game that arises with the
audience, making every show unique and different. The quietness
and tenderness of the character makes him connect quickly with
the public and immerse themselves in his world. Poetic and funny
moments will come if you want share this time!

Fané Solamente
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:45 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Pau Palaus Durbau (Spain);  (Spain);
TECHNICIANS: Maria Soler Carrasco (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Baby (Spain);

Barcelona (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=drUOWEoJZPI

www.ciapaupalaus.com



Gascon Berta

ConMuchoArte
Carretera Robres - Grañen s/n
22260 Grañen
Spain

+34 6 10 96 12 92
info@conmuchoarte.net

Cia. FrutillasConCrema 16

I always wonder how old am I,
How old are my memories?
I have a little secret that I would like to tell you.
I have a beautiful treasure, and it has nothing to do with jewelry.
My treasure is a memory. A memory from my childhood. And from
all of my memories, this is the only one, that I don't want to forget.
Would you let me share my treasure with you?
Come, take a seat, I am making tea.

Fatiga
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Claudio Martínez (Chile);
TECHNICIANS: Pia Oliva (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Berta Gascon (Spain);

Madrid (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z2ZynpUbsxA

https://www.ciafrutillasconcrema.com/



Lodoli Marta

rue du canada 40
1190 Forest
Belgique

+32 483 358 643
ciedeschaussonsrouges@gmail.com

Cie des Chaussons Rouges 17

Faithful to the style of the Cie des Chaussons Rouges, Nadir is a
choreographic show on the wire, an erratic and jerky march,
punctuated by images and counterbalance games, with as life line
only mutual trust. The show invites the exploration of the vertical
space below the wire connected with the space above.
The tightrope walkers in Nadir are perched on one end of the cable.
With the help of their balance pole and their body, they create
shapes, images, sometimes they find themselves at a changed
starting point. Sometimes the three characters cross

the obstacles on their own, sometimes it happens by chance that
they find themselves on the same road, and synergies arise. The
wire, 5 m high, becomes a place to live, the structure that supports
it a sculpture, a perch. The tightrope walkers evolve in the middle
of these games of lines where they explore different ways of
posing, leaning or nesting. The invisible dream takes shape and
brings the spectators into a perched universe, suspended in time,
which comes to life above their heads...

Nadir
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

4
ARTISTS: Marta Lodoli (Italy); Julia Brisset (France); Léo Schemmel (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Audrey Bossuyt (België);

Bruxelles (België); Paris (France);

number of persons on tour

current residence

www.ciedeschaussonsrouges.be



Desruelles Sylvain

5 place Clothilde de Surville
07200 Aubenas
France

+33 6 42 05 58 86
contact@ciedescieuxgalvanises.fr

Cie des Cieux Galvanisés 18

Two men are going on stage: one is busy with his music and the
other speaks only through his ‘mast’.
They reach out to each other, survey and tame each other. A
dance, an encouragement , a smile and a complicity between an
evil game and contemplation.
Everything goes faster, gets carried away, tension appears and
then there is the explosion.
Admittedly, they are a little absent-minded and have a strange way
to express themselves.

In the end, they struggle with the same problems as all of us:
How can we understand each other?
What makes a friendschap between two humans?  Why, when
everything seems obvious, there suddenly is a misunderstanding
and a distance?

It is a intimate, acoustic performance where the public is invited to
sit closer near the stage so they can take a dive into the world of
two protagonists.

Des Accords de Mât
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:35 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Gabriel Rainjonneau (France); Sylvain Desruelles (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Céline Sin (France);

Vesseaux (France); Vaunaveys-la-Rochette (France);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/303131432

https://vimeo.com/195367703

http://www.ciedescieuxgalvanises.fr



Poulin Denis

6 reu St Domingue
44200 Nantes
France

+33 6 08 16 14 08
denis@plusplusprod.com

Cie Les Invendus 19

Some people look like a dog, others more like a cat. Their paws
look like velvet and move pliantly. Sometimes, the two artists have
the shape of one single body with four arms and legs. They make
juggling movements. They combine music with juggling. These
young Bretons juggle in a virtuoso way, based on fluently, dynamic
and intense movement. The movements support mime, but can
also be acrobatic. A performance with precise juggling that is
aesthetical and perky. It unites two charming, endearing, witty and
generous people.

Accroche-toi si tu peux
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:45 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

2
ARTISTS: Nicolas Paumier (France); Guillaume Cachera (France);

Vannes (France);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/203148367

https://vimeo.com/289073803

https://www.cielesinvendus.com;
cielesinvendus@outlook.fr



Leroy Régis
Swaelens Ingrid

Haantjeslei 142
2018 Antwerpen
België
+32 477 390 131
+32 477 284 648
contact@compagniedumirador.com

Cie Mirador 20

During a dancing act, the artists end up in a completely
unexpected turn ...
Adrift, towed by a giant wheel, they meet and merge into the arena
allowing free rein to admiration and wonder.
A circular scenography, improbable balances and innovative
acrobatics amaze you.

Up-Time
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:35 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

2
ARTISTS: Ingrid Swaelens (België); Régis Leroy (België);

Antwerpen (April-October) (België); Alicante (November - March) (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZO_7kfmpxVY

www.compagniedumirador.com



Kaukoranta Veera

Ab Joy Diffusion
Rue de Suisse 9
1060 Saint-Gilles
Belgique

+32 483 65 26 90
abjoydiffusion@gmail.com

Cie Modo Grosso 21

Déborah Colucci composes a modern and genius repertoire with
the harp. She improvises and explores rich and various sounds.
Alexis Rouvre is a fysical artist: a juggler and a manipulator with
ropes. Together they create a spectacle with two subjects that
don’t have many things in common. They want to create balance,
simplicity and the generosity of a duo-concert. Alexis plays with
space, objects and the body.

Déborah strokes or hits the chords on her harp. She supports and
attends Alexis, but she also manipulates him with her music. With
sounds and images they vibrate the space. Déborah and Alexis
entertain themselves; thanks to the (dis)harmony they create
through the duo-concert. Poetic, artistic and surprising.

Entre-cordes
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:25 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Alexis Rouvre (France); Déborah Colucci (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Veera Kaukoranta (à confirmer) (Finland);

Bruxelles (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/376986524

http://modogrosso.be/

https://www.abjoydiffusion.com/entre-cordes-en



De Kinder  Marth

Bornestraat 2
3012 Wilsele
België

+32 478 830 964
marth.de.kinder@gmail.com

Cie Sans Soucis vzw - Marth De Kinder 22

Body Dismorphic Disorder is a syndrom know as a disorder where
the bodymovement is differtent from the body image.
Based on the disorder, Marth develops a language on the trapeze
and creates the performance ‘Dismorphed’. What does it mean
when your body takes over? When your body doens’t feel like
yours anymore and it doesn’t move like you want? Will you break
out of your own skin or will you transform into how it was before?
Which side of your body will take over? The inner or outer side?

Dismorphed is an act performed in an intimed setting. The
audiance watches from a distance of 3 metres away from the
trapeze. The trapeze is located inside a circle where one single
artist will perform.

Dismorphed
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:15 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

1
ARTISTS: Marth De Kinder (België);

Leuven (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

www.ciesanssoucis.com



Panareda Jordi
Sarah

Camí de Can Bruguera, Can Joan 6
8472 Campins
España

+34 6 49 93 13 41
info@circ-panic.com; spectacles@jordipanareda.com

Circ Panic 23

MiraT, playing with an exchange of perspectives. From him to
himself, both introspective and open to others. From you to him
and from him to you. Observing oneself, confronted with one’s
own sense of loneliness, making the decision to embark on a
journey of self discovery, and transcribing this onto the stage.
MiraT, an invitation to observe oneself without complacency or
arrogance, but with humour and self derision.
In constant pursuit of stability and balance; swinging, spinning and
dancing.

On stage, a man and a giant set of scales. Playing with weights and
counterbalances, he embarks on a journey in constant pursuit of
the limits of equilibrium. This physical journey around the
geometry of the structure also represents, symbolically, an interior,
emotional journey. It is self observation, whilst at the same time
exposing himself to the gaze of others. Addressing one’s own
loneliness, and overcoming it by exhibiting it on stage...

MiraT
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:45 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

2
ARTISTS: Jordi Panareda Pou (Spain); Jose Ignacio Arias Contreras (Chile);

Campins (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://youtu.be/7MStihd7qlA

www.circ-panic.com



Plotnikova Anna

sant Leopold, 63
8221 Terrassa
Spain

+34 90 46 603
circpistolet@gmail.com

Circ Pistolet 24

“Without feet on the ground” is an autobiographical show about
friendship between two friends, freely adopted to the circus
through acrobatic balances.
It’s a trip back in time through the memories of those evenings of
games and happy moments, sometimes laughing, sometimes
perspiring, but all moments we always enjoyed, full of genuine
emotion and complicity, looking for that fragile balance between
two personalities.

In this show you can see how Circ Pistolet exposes on the scene
its most personal experiences.
We will observe the influences of the traditional circus under the
known formula of “even more difficult”, humor and freshness
typical of the Catalan circus and the mise en scene directly
nourished from the contemporary circus.

Without feet on the ground
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

4
ARTISTS: Enric Petit (Spain); Tomas Cardus (Spain);
TECHNICIANS: Marc Hidalgo (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Anna Plotnikova (Spain);

Terrassa (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_hkcMwrn5Y8&t=11s

http://tvbergueda.alacarta.cat/reportatges/capitol/fira-mediterrania-circ-pistolet

www.circpistolet.cat



Pokorný Václav
Holotová Soňa

Hlavní 34
74285 Vřesina
Czech Republic
+420 608257694
+ 420 725 373 155
s.holotova@ctjartproduction.cz; s.holotova@ctjart.cz

Cirkus trochu jinak, z.s. 25

KONKURZ/CASTING is multi–genre performance about casting-call
for upcoming mysterious show.
You will have a chance to look behind the scenes of artists,
dancers and many other performers and also to peek in private
lifes of all protagonists.You will find out that not everything is what
it looks like….. which you will find out at the end of the show.

Show CASTING is full of acrobatics, dance, movement art,
adrenaline and rivalries but also full of love and tenderness.On top
of that the show includes live musical performances.

"Konkurz" ( Audition )
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau1:20 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

10
ARTISTS: Alžběta Moravcová (Czech Republic); Tereza Beranová (Czech
Republic); Jindřich Kopidol (Czech Republic); Lukáš Bezděk (Czech Republic);
David Pargač (Czech Republic); Aleš Podhorský (Czech Republic); Johan
Johančík  (Czech Republic);
TECHNICIANS: Jiří Philip (Czech Republic); ??? (Czech Republic);
OTHER PERSONS: Václav Pokorný (Czech Republic);

Ostrava (Czech Republic );

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=AfpfUF6wWyI&feature=emb_logo

https://cirkusjinak-my.sharepoint.com/personal/vaclav_pokorny_cirkusjinak_cz/_layouts/15/onedrive.aspx?id=%2Fpersonal%2Fvaclav%5Fpokorny%5Fcirkusjinak%
5Fcz%2FDocuments%2F01%20Cirkus%20trochu%20jinak%2F06%20Inscenace%2FKonkurz%2F04%20Konkurz%20Videa%2C%20Foto%2C%20PR%2FVideo%

www.cirkusjinak.cz



Dicembre Christel

via Roma 17
42020 quattro Castella
Italy
+ 39 320 221 52 19
+ 39 320 221 52 19
circolabile@gmail.com

Compagnia Circolabile 26

Stoppino, a renowned photographer, has the mission to create a
family portrait of the audience with respect for the environment. In
some cultural pictures people put their soul in the portrait.
Stoppino wants to get a glimpse of these souls. He wants to listen
to them and observe them. In a bizarre sequence of object
manipulation, this crazy photographer wants to set the entire
audience into scene and invite them to rid themselves of
prejudices, doubts but especially guarantees. Always the same …
human nature.

Click, le bruit de l’âme
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:40 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

2
ARTISTS: Andrea Menozzi (Italy);
OTHER PERSONS: Christel Dicembre (België);

Quattro Castella (Italy);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQbTicZjbxQ

www.circolabile.it



Pampaloni Franca

località Boschetto 10
19020 Bolano
Italy
+33782055947 (in french)
+39 349 5825600 (in english)
info@trioche.com

Compagnia Trioche 27

A funny wordless musical with the focuss on live music and a
clown. From Mozart to Rossini and from Bizet to Bellini… The great
Opera appeals a public of all ages. Put the common classical
music aside en enjoy this qualitative performance.

Between melodrama and clownery, an impassioned and delirious
tribute to the greatest opera arias – from Donizetti to Mozart, from
Rossini to Verdi. Three penniless, wandering musicians cannot
find a better trick to approach an audience more famished than
themselves than by enacting the sale of slaves on stage. They
carry the opera around the world with their arsenal of juggling
equipment, tap shoes, and hearts made of sponges filled with
raspberry syrup.

Troppe Arie

OPERA GUITTA Opèra saltimbanque

oude act/old show/spectacle vieux

oude act/old show/spectacle vieux

0:40 h

0:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

4
ARTISTS: Franca Pampaloni (Italy); Irene Geninatti Chiolero (Italy); Nicanor
Cancellieri (Argentina);
TECHNICIANS: Luca Carbone / Elia Origoni (Italy);

La Spezia (Italy);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/171432546

https://youtu.be/ijPlX7WCPxY

https://youtu.be/9w8rKLu4EJE

www.trioche.com



Lemineur Jonas

Palmboomstraat 15
2630 Aartselaar
België
+32 3 877 40 95
+32 494 90 07 7
jonas.lemineur@gmail.com

Compagnie Check 28

The Scream is a mix of floor acrobatics, duo acrobatics and
theatre, in which a story is told about how an escalating conflict
turns into a haze of shame and trust. A rolling fight in which the
limits of the human body are explored. Is there a balance between
distance and proximity, carrying and dropping, giving up and
continuing?

The Scream
0:15 h

nieuw talent / new
talent / talent

nouveau

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

2
ARTISTS: Sien Beyers (België); Jonas Lemineur (België);

Antwerpen (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oS2xWT7RBLQ

compagnie-check.be



Lefèvre Eric

Rue Guillaume Fraikin 14
4690 Bassenge
Belgique
+32 479 577 966
+32 479 577 966
eric@4saisons.be

Compagnie des Quatre Saisons 29

One day, at the end of the Middle Ages, there was an afwul fire
sptitting dragon who kidnapped princesses. The dragon was
defeated and put to sleep for a long time. Now, a group of fearless
children woke it up. The dragon is lost and confused because of
his long time asleep, but notice that the time has changed. The
dragon calls herself Joséphine. She invites the public to
accompany her to make a trip to the market and shopping streets
by singing original and happy songs.

It is a mobile and interactive act. Every 5 minutes six children are
invited to climb on the back of the dragon. During one song they
make a walk while sitting on top of the back of the dragon. By the
end of the song the dragon drops the tail to the ground so the
children can climb down.

Joséphine, transport sauvage
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau1:00 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

4
ARTISTS: Eric Lefèvre (België); Gert Segers (België); Frédérique Prohaczka
(België); Fanchon Lefèvre (België);

Bassenge (Liège) (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7wmoHbkncrM&feature=emb_logo

www.4saisons.be



Prost Antoine
Clément

Escudelettes
84400 Saignon
France

+33 6 86 65 54 88
cieducourcirkoui@gmail.com

Compagnie du Courcirkoui 30

The location: the scene is covered with leaves and one dead three
is on the ground. Nothing moves and everything seems dead. The
only thing you can hear is the sound of the leaves in the wind. Life
seems like it paused in the scene. The image is in pastel, without a
defined colour.
The characters: The first personage is a child who entertains
himself and has hope that everything will come back to life again.
The second personage is more mature and is used to this grey
world. He’s headstrong in his way of living his life.

The two characters live in an post-apocalyptic world where live has
still al little value altough there is no hope for a better life. Between
the experiences and excuses of one person and the music and
strenght of the other the two personages support each other. They
move on. Circus and live music. For every kind of audiance.

Chemins...
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:45 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

2
ARTISTS: Clément Gambarelli (France); Antoine Prot (France);

Saignon (France);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://youtu.be/8f65F-3OfA8

www.courcirkoui.com



Rouquet Manon

3 rue Cadet
75009 Paris
France
+33 6 75 94 75 96
+33 6 75 94 75 96
contact@ciemonad.com

Compagnie Monad 31

Accompanied by music from the 50’s, two men come on stage.
Gradually they get rid of the daily clutter and introduce the ball in a
smooth and virtuoso juggling. The body and the ball move in one
unit. The music is modern and swells in power. The bodies are
rotated like the dervish dancers and starts spinning faster and
faster. The skirt comes to life and the physical performance
become more intense. The two artists are in a subtle balance
between juggling, dance, the audience and the music.

Little by little the public is in a state that looks like hypnose. They
feel inwardly the movement of rotation to the point of a festive
break that breaks the trance and returns them to the daily life. This
is a spectacle of juggling art and dervish dance movements where
two bodies rotate. Trough the choreography of the two artists you
will be included in a modern trance and a rhythmic hypnosis.

Yin Zéro
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:25 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Cyrille Humen (France); Van-Kim Tran (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Manon Rouquet (France);

Paris (France);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/312691439

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=189&v=9rfJ6gDBvb0&feature=emb_logo

http://ciemonad.com

www.ciemonad.com



Trist Sarah
(XTRAX) Elena
XTRAX
6 Barras Street
M11 1PU Manchester
UK
+44 7757 65 47 90

Clare@companychameleon.com; sarah@stdma.com;
elena@xtrax.org.uk

Company Chameleon (1) 32

Athletic yet sensitive, Push is a powerful and engaging male duet,
which looks at the different stances we take to understand and
relate to one another. The piece explores the complex nature of our
psychology - how at times we push to exert dominance and
control, and at other times choose to submit and step back.

Push
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:17 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

4
ARTISTS: Kevin Turner (UK); Theo Fapohunda (UK); Juliana Javier (USA);
OTHER PERSONS: Anthony Missen (UK);

Manchester (UK);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/48549373

https://vimeo.com/48546849

www.stdma.com

www.companychameleon.com



Trist Sarah
(XTRAX) Elena
XTRAX
6 Barras Street
M11 1PU Manchester
UK
+44 7757 65 47 90

Clare@companychameleon.com; sarah@stdma.com;
elena@xtrax.org.uk

Company Chameleon (2) 33

Gripping and raw, Amaranthine is a highly physical and fast paced
male and female duet, which tells the story of two people who are
deeply in love, and in conflict.  As the couple desperately try to
reconnect and find resolution, the pushes and pulls of
disagreement are felt, as is the appreciation of space,
understanding and eventually acceptance.  Intricate, emotionally
charged, and combining a rich mix of dance styles, Amaranthine is
a magnetic dance experience that will leave you mesmerised.

Amaranthine
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:14 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

4
ARTISTS: Kevin Turner (UK); Theo Fapohunda (UK); Juliana Javier (USA);
OTHER PERSONS: Anthony Missen (UK);

Manchester (UK);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/293513546

https://vimeo.com/284121420

www.stdma.com

www.companychameleon.com



Rycroft Fiona

c/Joaquim Bartrina 1-3, atic
08191 Rubi
Spain
+34 93 69 70 808
+34 6 72 60 50 27
latal@cialatal.com

Company La Tal 34

In 2002, the theatre company LA TAL decided to re-launch a unique
show (previously called HORA KRONOBIS) by using a central
element of the previous scenography: the machinery of a huge
clock.
In it, the boundaries of mime are thoroughly tested, with a singular
interpretation of this theatrical technique.

Ding, dong, ding, dong...rings the jingle bell’s music, the gears
start moving...Tic-tac, tic-tac...It’s time! Knights and the clowns fill
the stage where quarrels and passions are mixed.
From inside the clock, magic appears and floods everything:
physical space but also a mental space.
The duration of the entire show without break is 45 min. A
watchmaker appears to move the hands of the clock to signal the
switch between the 4 scenes of the play.
They can also offer shorter shows of 10-20 or 30min long.

Carilló
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:25 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

5
ARTISTS: Andreu Sans (Spain); Jose Alejandro Navarro (Spain); Manuel
Sebastian (Spain);
TECHNICIANS: Enrico Caso (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Fiona Rycroft (Spain);

Rubi (Barcelona) (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5-ZyHQvvAjU

www.cialatal.com



Creyf Kenneth

Meibloemstraat 88
9000 Gent
België

+32 486 898 277
info@devuurmeesters.be

De Vuurmeesters 35

An entrancing cocktail of fire artworks: this is their interpretation
of mood creation. Don't expect an ordinary candle display, but
experience the complete new generation of emotion and wonder of
De Vuurmeesters.
Each event is unique. This is the reason they never play the same
show twice, but adapt to the location and public: if you have a
pond, they might fill its surface and banks with floating fire lotuses.
Is it a square, they might rather propose an intriguing mirror
installation, curling trees or a fire parade.

Fire Lanterns

A line up to 1,5 kilomters strengthens the natural lines of a city and
subtly connects the epicenter of an event. In Ypres they create a a
cosy atmosphere about 800 meters long!

Vuurlandschappen

Lantaarns

oude act/old show/spectacle vieux

oude act/old show/spectacle vieux

3:00 h

3:00 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

Gent (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dpabnemC7Sw

www.devuurmeesters.be



Bertel Cathy

Patersmotestraat 24
8500 Kortrijk

+32 488 084 741
cathy@dendraad.com

Den Draad 36

‘The Wild Rapunzel’ is the new creation of ‘Den Draad’. Cathy
Bertel, a artist specialised in textile, is known for her enormnous
‘playscapes’ that are created by crochet rope and air balls. The
balls remain the common thread through the performance, but
‘Den Draad’ …
Mystical crochet towers where everyone can choose ther own
charactar, for example: an evil stephmother, a knight in shining
armor or a yearning lady…

‘The Wild Rapunzel’ represents a little bit romance, mystery and
danger. Something like ‘Grimm’ with a crochet needle.
Last year during ‘PERPLEX 2019’, a circus festival in Marke, ‘The
Wild Rapunzel’ did their try-out. It was a succes for young and old.
Based on the succes during the try-out ‘Den Draad’ will put
perfection to their performance.

The Wild Rapunzel
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau8:00 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

2
ARTISTS: Cathy Bertel (België);
TECHNICIANS: Alain De Coene (België);

Kortrijk (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=76&v=jAwKxpTUI8k&feature=emb_logo

www.dendraad.com



van den Akker Yvonne

Fazantenweg 37hs
1021 HK Amsterdam
Nederland

+31 6 11 19 81 50
yvon@directieenco.nl

Directie & Co 37

Five women occupy the space. Clothes fly all over the place. They
create assembly lines of women handling excessive amounts of
clothes... A drama about women. How they can have a full closet of
clothes and still have nothing to wear. How they are never satisfied
with the way they look. How they always compare themselves to
other women. How the world ends up drowning in clothes that
have been disposed of by those same women. The same clothes
that other women on the other side of the world produced.

Multiples is a visual street theater performance. A group of
identical office men make their way through the city on their
(lunch) break. Multiples zooms in at the absurdities of their
existence. But the spectator is the only one laughing. For the men
there’s nothing to laugh about. They are lost, fragile and lonely.
Multiples gives a voice to this little man. She adds a critical note to
everyday mediocrity. A form of street-art that speaks to our
imagination and is subject of conversation.

Life is short. Buy that dress.

Multiples

nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

oude act/old show/spectacle vieux

0:30 h

0:45 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

5
ARTISTS: Yvonne van den Akker (NL); Kathrin Gramelsberger (DE); Kim Loing
(NL); Rozemarijn de Neve (NL); Andrea Beugger (CH);

Amsterdam (Nederland);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/345871584

https://vimeo.com/369424582

www.directieenco.nl



Seng Fatt Beh

No. 101, Zhong Cheng Road, Section 2
11153 Taipei
Taiwan

0966452123 (Taiwan)
behsengfatt@gmail.com

Double V 38

Mystery, impossible, crazy, beautiful, amazing, breathtaking etc.,
they try to include various feelings in our show. Other than difficult
diabolo tricks, they combined some acrobatic tricks with their
profession. In their show, you may see individuals are different in
their own. But when they are together, some special chemical
reactions occurred. “We are special when we are together!” that's
what DoubleV is.

DoubleV
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:10 h

nieuw talent / new
talent / talent

nouveau

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

5
ARTISTS: Hng Thean Leong (Malaysia); Shen Han Yan (Taiwan); Hsieh Meng Ti
(Taiwan); Chao Ling Ya (Taiwan);
TECHNICIANS: Kok Mei Yan (Hong Kong);
OTHER PERSONS: Beh Seng Fatt (Malaysia);

Taipei (Taiwan);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://youtu.be/Bt_Aune7pEk

www.instagram.com/doublev_vv/  (instagram)



Rocher Nicolas

Isarstr. 9
12053 Berlin
Germany
+49 176 800 22 399
+49 176 800 22 399
duomimikry@gmail.com

Duo Mimikry 39

With their satirical, ingenious and blatant style, Duo Mimikry let the
pencil of the invisible tell stories through modern visual
techniques. Duo Mimikry, as the name suggests, imitate the
grotesque side of our society; such as the romantic endeavors of a
nerdy stalker, a Las Vegas magic show gone horribly wrong or two
undertakers longing for new 'customers'.
With picture perfect detail and pitchblack humour, in this show
there is no holding back.

The topics of the stories are often parodies of “normal” situations
with grotesque characters, sometimes just for the fun of it,
sometimes with a strong social commentary.
Added to this formal approach there is also obviously their love for
characterization, dark humor and above all their chemistry, which
make them what they are: Duo Mimikry!

Visual Short Stories
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:45 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Nicolas Rocher (France); Elias Elastisch (Germany);
TECHNICIANS: Philipp Tholey (Germany);

Berlin (Germany);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/254108515

https://vimeo.com/366239459

www.duomimikry.de



Van der krieken Gust

Moststraat 2
2811 Hombeek
België

+32 476 45 12 31
toverspel@telenet.be

Dwaallicht vzw 40

Vzw Dwaallicht (previously known as vzw Toverspel), creates fire
installations and fire decorations for various events at home and
abroad since 2013. One of their successful installations is a
meccano made from bamboo poles. Theoretically you can make
endless different physical forms. The figures are always based on
triangles. In each triangle fits a hexagonal cloth. The whole figure
is lighted from the inside with garden candles. Other installations
operate on firewood, charcoal, paraffin or candles.

That way they can decorate small to very large sites with fire. The
organisation always starts from the location to get the best custom
made results. Vzw Dwaallicht is a voluntary organization which
regularly work together with local artists. From now on the
organisaton also offer workshops for children and young people.

sfeerschepping
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau3:00 h

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

Mechelen (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://youtu.be/7KfNw4ooCeA

www.toverspel.be



Blunk Torsten

Hinterhaus
Hartmann-Ibachstraße 65
60389 Frankfurt
Deutschland
+49 177 75 03 684

info@schoenes-wasser.de

Ensemble Kroft 41

The water café “Schönes Wasser” is an artful oasis. As in any
oasis, here you will find water and shaded relaxation. So be sure to
enter and let yourself be pampered in a most amusing way with the
most valuable substance we know on earth: fresh, clear water.

This elaborate and artisanal installation makes it possible for
visitors to appreciate with all senses the beauty and preciousness
of water.

The calm, refined and amusing attitude, with which the two
performers operate the water café, augments this design and
intent.
The gentle sound of a babbling brook and singing birds immerse
the entire café in an atmosphere of tranquility and ease, thus
creating a wonderful triad of tranquility, beauty and vividness.
The water café ‘Schönes Wasser’ is a uniquely-designed and
inspiring haven and themed venue for any type of event.

Schönes Wasser  ein Wassercafe
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau1:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

4
ARTISTS: Torsten Blunk (Germany); Silke Hanna Linde (Germany);
OTHER PERSONS: Lilli Linde (child 12 years) (Germany); Zoe Linde (child 5
years) (Germany);

Frankfurt am Main (Germany);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gNOcNMK8V6w

www.schoenes-wasser.de



Thevenet Claire

Z.I Pahin - 6 Impasse Marcel Paul
31170 Tournefeuille
France
+33 6 99 00 35 98
+33 6 50 45 51 63
ciefabriziorosselli@gmail.com

Fabrizio Rosselli 42

His black coat and straw hat leads us to a country atmosphere. The
artist takes us to the great adventure of the daily life with this
wordless performance. With great skill, composure and cunning he
manages to dodge the obstacles. Will our hero succeed in
overcoming the frequent complications thanks to his persistence
and resourcefulness? Bakéké means “bucket” in the Hawaiian
language. That’s why the scene will be full of many green buckets.

Bakéké
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

2
ARTISTS: Fabrizio Rosselli (Italy);
TECHNICIANS: Yaïro Deru (Ireland);

Toulouse (France);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3FJMv_vWszY

www.fabriziorosselli.com



Cardoen Griet

Keiberg 15
9050 Gentbrugge
België

+32 475 31 32 37
guapacreations@gmail.com

Guapa! 43

15 umbrellas with different stories for various ages, registrated by
professionals storytellers, the girl next door, friends… The stories
come to life with sounds and music.
GuapaWonderland creates a moment of rest, a little bit of me-time
and qualitytime with each other.
Sit down on pile up some pillows or sheepskins and get carried
away by the fairytale, story or anecdote.
Or search for fairytale characters, the family mouse, de magic
mirror…

GuapaWonderland
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux2:00 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Griet Cardoen (België); Patrick Gerrits (België); Sofie Van Herck
(België);

Gentbrugge (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=7&v=lzo6O3KRE60

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lzo6O3KRE60

www.guapacreations.com



Lesort Marion
Heck Chantal
Tropic Sound Circus vzw
Veldekenswegel 13
9340 Lede
België

+32 495 16 86 92
chantal@lachouettediffusion.com

Hands Some Feet 44

Hands some Feet is a dynamic and fresh contemporary circus
show, seamlessly combining the mastery of juggling and tightwire.
Complemented by innovative acrobatics, physical theatre, skipping
ropes and live music from the unique instruments of Australia and
Finland. The piece is made by Liisa Näykki (FI) and Jeromy Zwick
(AUS/CH) and is powered by their unconditional passion to create
together. The inspiration for the show is from a special word found
only in the Finnish language: Hepuli.

Hepuli means to have a negative or positive burst of emotion, that
even the most civilised great ape can not withstand. This duo
serves a universal interpretation of young couples under the spell
of hepuli.

Hands Some Feet
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:50 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Lisa Näykki (Finland); Jeromy Zwick (Australia);
OTHER PERSONS: Marion Lesort (France);

Bruxelles (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/353324496

https://lachouettediffusion.com/spectacles/hands-some-feet/#videos

http://www.handssomefeet.com/



Villacampa Viñes Jordi

Diego Xavier Caicedo Melchiade
C/ Antoni Gaudi nº 4 1r 2a
25250 Bellpuig
Spain
+34 656 817 579
+34 656 817 579
internacional@holoque.es

Holoqué 45

Two ballerinas rest on top of a giant music box. The show pulls us
into a trip filled with cogs that transform and give life to a beautiful
story of forbidden love between music and dance, under the reign
of King Fear. A story about despotism and forbidden love, in a
cosmos governed by music and dance.

“As a child, the curiosity about discovering what was hidden inside
little music boxes brought me to destroy some. As a grown-up, I
have had the opportunity to form a team and make up the story I
would have liked to find in the first little box I ever opened.” - Diego
Caicedo
“A story explained via holograms and video mapping that lasts  as
long as it takes a music box to wind down.  Five minutes in which
you can lose your notion of time.”
10 minutes per show!

La caixeta (The Little Box)
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau1:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Diego Xavier Caicedo (Ecuador); Miquel Vallès (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Jordi Villacampa Viñes (Spain);

Bellpuig (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/376564322/ecd7f0f137

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=PQGQP6Cgoys

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=PQGQP6Cgoys

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=PQGQP6Cgoys&feature=emb_logo

www.holoque.es



Schroeder Mary
Neumann Anne-Julia

Rue de la glacière 40
1060 Saint-Gilles
Belgium

+32 472 64 67 65
companyhopscotch@gmail.com

Hopscotch 46

Hula Hoop. Hula Hoop. Hula, Hula Hoop.
Mary and Anne: Two best friends, dressed in their favorite outfits,
turning a giant hula hoop together while singing rap songs they
invented themselves.
When these girls are together they complete each other. They are
total opposites, united by the desire to do handstands while
playing insane hula hoop games that demand skill and
collaboration. Is anything really "just for kids"?

Catch you later is a wildly fun, outdoor interactive circus
experience that uses a childhood toy as a springboard for intimate
connection.

In Ieper they bring the Avant Premiere of this show. (The Premiere
will be in Summer 2020)

Catch You Later
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

2
ARTISTS: Anne-Julia Neumann (Germany); Mary Schroeder (USA);

Brussels (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5lu4KDS7FA

https://www.hopscotchcircus.com/



Vereijken Rebecca

790 route de saint-jacques
06810 Auribeau sur Siagne
France

+33 78 32 35 399
ino.kollektiv@gmail.com

INO Kollektiv - Cie L 47

7  women, do not have much weight in this world.
So they thought: “what if we stack up?”
INO is us, dressed in various layers of social conventions, just like
everyone else. Layers that bother us and that don’t allow us to
move freely.
So we grab onto the seams and get naked, and we realize
immediately that social pressures weigh far more than bearing the
weight of one another.

We hold onto one another, we lift each other, we support each
other.
Simply it is what we want to do, together.

INO Kollekiv… an unity of 6 different nationalities.

INO
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:45 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

9
ARTISTS: Alba Ramiò Güell (Spain); Chloé Lacire (France); Eva Luna
Frattini (Italy / Argentina); Lavinia Gilardoni (Italy); Noémie Olphand (France);
Clara Peters (USA); Rebecca Vereijken (Nederland / Germany);
TECHNICIANS: Pol Jubany (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Iona Petmezakis (France);

Barcelona (Spain); Marseille, Crest, Chambery, Paris (France); Turin (Italy);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/329405672

inokollektiv.wixsite.com/inok



Patzke Jan and Olivia
(XTRAX) Elena
XTRAX
8, Fairlie Park
BH24 1 TU Ringwood
UK
+44 79 27 14 77 36

jolivyann@gmail.com; elena@xtrax.org.uk

Joli Vyann 48

Joli Vyann integrates dance, circus and theatre in a unique and
exciting way, blurring the boundaries of where the dance ends and
the circus skills begin, but also pulling the audience into an
imaginative and captivating experience.
Lance Moi En l’Air, choreographed by Florence Caillon with
original music by Xavier Demerliac, (L’Attirail) is about the
sensitivity and connection between two people, which brings about
compatible contradictions.

Can we be strong while relaxed? Heavy whilst light, grounded
whilst levitated submissive whilst in control, a mixture of strength
and weakness, can we be dropped into the air?

Lance Moi En L´air
0:25 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

2
ARTISTS: Jan Patzke (Germany); Olivia Patzke (UK);

Ringwood (UK);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://joli-vyann.com/current-shows/lance-moi-en-l-air

www.joli-vyann.com



L. Vidal Jordi

Moricharplein,  52
1060 Brussels
Belgium

+32 478 32 99 78
vidaldance@yahoo.fr

Jordi L. Vidal 49

“An encounter" it is an original and dynamic performance that
combines floor acrobatics, dance and physical theatre.

Tender, adventurous, passionate: an encounter between two
persons.
We are touched by this coming and going of smiles, surprises and
emotions.

Visual, dynamic and without text. For all kind of audiences

"A dynamic and physical performance on a passionate and moving
story" Sibiu Fest. Ziarul Metropolis. Romania

An Encounter
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:25 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Julie Querre (France); Youri de Gussem (België); Jordi L. Vidal
(Spain);

Brussels (België); Barcelona (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/284922086

http://www.jordilvidal.net/an-encounter/



Monten Joshua

Dapplesweg 2
3007 Bern
Suisse

+41 76 32 35 830
joshuamonten@hotmail.com

Joshua Monten 50

The dance is a mating ritual. Today, in times of online dating sites
and #Me Too, dancing plays a central role in finding a partner. This
choreographic production consists of 4 Romeo’s (one of them is a
female Romeo) examining microscopically the phenomenon of
dance. Each visitor can slip into the skin of Juliette and witness the
efforts of the dancers developping their wealth of charm, energy
and creativity to impress. The audience that is sitting around the
stage become characters during the show.

The spoken text (only a few words) will be braught in the local
language like English, French or Dutch…

Romeo, Romeo, Romeo
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

4
ARTISTS: Joshua Monten (CH); Konstantinos Kranidiotis (GR); Jack Wignall
(GB); Noa Van Tichel (BE);

Berne (Suisse); Amsterdam (Nederland);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/318956031

https://vimeo.com/354161661

www.joshuamonten.com



van Dijken Menno
van Dyke Emily

Willem Molenbroekplein 13
3071 MK Rotterdam
Nederland
+31 6 11 18 73 25

mennovandyke@yahoo.com

Juggling Tango 51

The show Juggling Tango combines juggling and tango in every
way you can imagine, ..or probably can’t imagine, until you’ve seen
it. Juggling Tango captures the spirit, the music and dance of the
Argentinian Tango and combines them with extraordinary juggling
skills in an unparalleled choreographic display. Juggling Tango is
also a metaphor for the multiple aspects of a relationship between
two people. A performance that is both spectacular and romantic,
high on emotions and sure to touch an audience of all ages.

Juggling Tango
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:25 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Evert Menno van Dijken (Nederland); Emilie Weisse (France);
OTHER PERSONS: Jules Menno van Dijken (son, 7 years old)  (Nederland);

Rotterdam (Nederland);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fi_WPe59cVQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sGyFmDMl2Gk&t=3s

https://youtu.be/-P3AiKDxXPo

www.jugglingtango.com



Knittel Margit

Büro Knimasch
Öschweg 10
88273 Fronreute
Germany

+49 152 34 20 83 84
info@knimasch.de

Julian Bellini - g. Traberproduktion 52

A SKYWARD-REACHING QUEST FOR KNOWLEDGE
An 8mm-thick piece of flax cord hangs from a sack lying outside
on the ground or on the floor of an at least 10m-high room. A
clutter of 47 3-metre long and 45mm-thick ashwood
poles, tapered at both ends, lie strewn all around. In the midst of
the clutter, three poles roped together with flax cord at their
centres rise above the sack to form a tripod.
HEINZ climbs up the tripod and lingers a moment, squatting on the
intersection where the three poles meet. Leaning down

from his perch, he picks up the pole lying closest to him on the
ground and tugs the flax cord from the sac from which he cuts a
1.5m length. He then fixes the pole vertically to one of the tripod’s
skyward pointing legs and straps another pole from the heap to it,
thus connecting the tripod leg to the ground. Propped up with one
pole bound steadfastly to another, a structure gradually unfolds to
form a tower reaching for the sky.

Heinz Baut
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux3:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

2
ARTISTS: Julian Bellini (Germany);
TECHNICIANS: Georg Traber (CH);

Virieu le petit (France);

number of persons on tour

current residence

www.knimasch.de

www.traberproduktion.ch



Sinaeve Wouter

Lijnwaadstraat 12b
8900 Ieper
België
+32 495 774 270
+32 495 774 270
info@kartjekilo.be

Kartje Kilo - Pikz Palace - De Nonkels 53

A group of archaeologists landed on your event! They search the
archaeological groove with great seriousness to track down traces
of the past. Every ‘artifact’ is seen as a unique discovery. The
archaeologists show their discoveries enthousiasticly to the
public. The objects are situated in to different historical contexts.
If the group only knew they were digging up garbage.

Kartje Kilo, Pikz Palace en de Nonkels join forces: three companies
that influences each other.
A unique customized act with an ecological approach.

NOTE: De organisation is responsable for the ‘archaeological
groove’. A 5 meter long and 1 meter deep pit) and fences around
the site.

De archeologen
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:45 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

6
ARTISTS: Wouter Sinnaeve (België); Johan Feys (België); Wouter Bories
(België); Alain Rinckhout (België); Elien Kevelaerts (België); Joren Van Houdt
(België);

Ieper (België); Boechout (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

www.KartjeKilo.be

www.pikzpalace.be



Ruiter Tanja

HH Producties
Kromme Leimuidenstraat 2
1059 EM Amsterdam
Nederland
+31 20 40 82 504
+31 61 60 78 534
tanja@hhproducties.nl

Knot on Hands 54

In Brace for Impact three acrobats search for the limits of balance.
In their quest of an equilibrium they find new ways of moving
forward and travelling through space. On their jouney they explore
each other's (im)possibilities and find out what it means to put all
their weight in someone else's hands.
Knot on Hands shows an innovative and more organic form of
partner acrobatics, while emphasizing the pureness of the
movement, and distinguishes itself using a unique physical
language.

Brace for Impact presents you a physical conversation between
three people who keep on moving. Throughout the performance,
the wordless conversation progresses, and slowly, a pathway is
created across the stage.
The balance between the three circus artists is constantly being
challenged and restored, creating tension and constriction within
their communication.

Brace for Impact
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h

nieuw talent / new
talent / talent

nouveau

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

5
ARTISTS: Britt Timmermans (Nederland); Mario Kunzi (Germany); Tijs Bastiaens
(België);
OTHER PERSONS: Huub Heye (Nederland); Tanja Ruiter (Nederland);

Rotterdam (Nederland); Leuven (België); Stuttgart (Germany);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/375691437/0e08ca0de1

https://www.hhproducties.nl

https://www.knotonhands.com/



Verrecas Alex

Vossensteert 128
8310 Assebroek
België
+32 50 22 22 63
+32 496 746 673
kompanieofwel@gmail.com

Kompanie ofwel 55

In the past, Marnix and Patrick looked at the caterpillar with greedy
eyes, but they lacked the guts and money to sit on them.
Now, so many years later they decided to build one themselves.
With a lot of enthusiasm and music they drive around in search of
an ideal prey.

Rupsbob
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Johan Lemenu (België); Alex Verrecas (België);
OTHER PERSONS: Niek Debruine (België);

Brugge (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

www.kompanieofwel.be



Bonura Antonio

Località Il Poggio, 7
59025 Cantagallo
Italy

+39 338 1714624
info@ildragobianco.com

Lumi – Il Drago Bianco 56

The echo of a voice spreads in the waves of a green aurora
borealis that illuminates the profiles of bells and oscillating
sculptures, giving shape to a dreamlike and unusual vision. There
it is, together with the fire, his playmate, Lumi comes out, hopping
gently not to make much noise and wandering around the curious
looks of the spectators. Gently accompanying the flames in a
dance for two, he plays with the elements that draw the dreamy
glimpse of this vision, creating, throughout music, the story of an
encounter...

As in the ancient legends of magic, in a ritual dance that brings
man back into contact with the Earth, nature and its elements, the
fire ignites. The soil sprinkled with flames and sparks thrown into
the air, the colored fire that takes on new forms.
With bare feet between fear and audacity

Lumi

Etna

oude act/old show/spectacle vieux

oude act/old show/spectacle vieux

0:30 h

0:25 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Antonio Bonura (Italy);
OTHER PERSONS: Tatiana Foschi (Italy); Amina Bonura (child) (Italy);

Prato (Italy);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YsLLe6X1RRg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=94oF8YVnGn8

https://vimeo.com/295912258

https://vimeo.com/292564698

www.ildragobianco.com



Wuyts Johan

Toekomststraat 19
2812 Muizen
België

+32 476 639 504
info@lyapunov.be

Lyapunov - stability in motion 57

"Within String Theory the story is told about how different strings
(lines, ropes, vocal cords and guitar strings) interact with each
other within the space they are temporally put together. Within this
space their different wavelengths propagate, connect and collide
with one another each time forming a new unique composition
interacting with the audiance."

String Theorie
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

8
ARTISTS: Johan Wuyts (België); Jef Cox (België); Tom Boegler (France); Marie
Scheers (België); Ana Lekse (Slovenia); David Roussel (België); ??
OTHER PERSONS: Toon Heylen (België); Alessia Gasparini (België);

Mechelen (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcruyZTejqcTCahgs_wtEAQ

www.lyapunov.be



Fine Maor

shivtey israel 16
68099 Tel Aviv
Israel

+97 25 45 65 88 23
skywalker.co.il@gmail.com

Maor Fine Skywalker 58

Inspiring and breath taking show that will elevate your festival to
new heights.
When theater, movement, live music and shocking circus collide...
CAGED is a work of new dance theater that draws its power from
physical theater, butoh dance, modern circus, aerial dance and
highline walking. Together with interactive video art and original
live music played by the band "Suicidal Furniture”.
Between hope and desolation, between freedom and

incarceration the protagonist is aiming high and going to extremes,
willing to risk it all and do whatever it takes to be free. Because if
you wanna be truly free you have to put it all on the line.
CAGED is a show like you’ve never seen before, with walking on
rope between high buildings, interactive video art, original live
music and more surprises. CAGED is designed as a site-specific
performance, that will adjust itself to any given space and thrive on
the new possibilities each space allows.

Caged
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:35 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

4
ARTISTS: Maor Fine (Israel); Avinoam Sternheim (Israel); Alejandra Levi (Israel);
Rani Fain (Israel);

Tel Aviv (Israel);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://youtu.be/RBwd0d-iCNU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnLPLBDb718

http://caged.skywalker.co.il/index.html



Korb Jana

korb + stiefel GbR
Spittastr. 41
10317 Berlin
Germany
+49 178 59 38 935
+49 157 85 95 56 61
info@mosaique-info.de

mosaique - Feuerkunst und Artistik 59

We all are yearning for something - overcoming gravity is one of
mankind's oldest longings, playing with fire one of mankind's most
intruiging games... Dancers and fire acrobats Hanna and Tina
Lange of LOOOOP company, and artist and aerialist Jana Korb
explore the land of fire - in "Illuminair", mosaique's new production
fusioning fire show with aerial arts. The three artists rise up in the
air - being borne by the spectacular power of fire. Dazzling aerial
dance with tissues, aerial hoop and on the rig merges with
choreographed fire

manipulation: the difference between above and below dissolves
and fades away!
We take the audience on a fiery journey with grand visions and
tender moments!

Aerial Fire Fusion

Illuminair
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:25 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

6
ARTISTS: Jana Korb (Germany); Hanna Lange (Germany); Tina Lange
(Germany);
TECHNICIANS: Hoppe Hoppinsky (Germany); Roman Tittmann (Germany);
OTHER PERSONS: Tobias Stiefel (Germany);

Berlin (Germany);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://youtu.be/WDCtql_CqdU

www.mosaique-feuershow.de



Malherbe Daphné

Passeig de la Rectoria Vella, 48
8470 Sant Celoni
Espagne

+34 617 07 08 32  (Mettre)
mumusiccircus.prod@gmail.com

Mumusic Circus 60

Flou Papagayo is a strange contradiction. A metophore on the
extraordinary capacity of the human subconscious to create
discourse and absurd scenes. This is to justify our deepest vital
contradictions. Three artists who share a unique common goal: to
persuade the other of what they do not know yet …. Because Flou
Papagayo can not be known yet… one can only feel it. A wooden
stage, 100% circular. Empty. Three artists, two musical instruments
… no words, only singing … and their illogical and insane story,
unique … to reveal to you !

Flou Papagayo
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:50 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

4
ARTISTS: Eva Szwarcer (Argentina); Sarah Anglada (Spain); Luc Lucario
(Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Daphné Malherbe (France);

Barcelona (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CPI7GmpGC70&feature=youtu.be

www.mumusiccircus.com



Muller Jean-Louis

Polderlaan 43
8370 Blankenberge
België
+32 474 35 00 67
+32 474 35 00 67
jeanlouismuller@hotmail.com

Natural Living 61

The group creates customized outdoor work (organic sculptures,
abstract works, outdoor decoration,…) and customized indoor
work (lightning, baskets, interior objects). Static or movable, in all
shapes and sizes. They listen to your wishes and offer you a
customized total project. Their strength is their creativity, quality
and a personal approach!

Gerrit van Partafou and Jean-Louis of Natural Living work together
to set up a fire show. Natural Living braids the structure for the
performance. People from the neigborhood or visitors can help
them during the preparations. ‘Natural Living meets partafou’
results in a collective artwork.

Lichtinstallatie + uitbreiding

Natural Living meets partafou

nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

4:00 h

4:00 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

2
ARTISTS: Jean-Louis Muller (België); Robin Algoedt (België);

Blankenberge (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

www.naturalliving.be



Callebaut Nele

Gentsesteenweg 366
Zele

België

+32 497 121 569
welcome@nilahoop.be; wensenstof@gmail.be

Nila Hoop&Jules Tingles 62

Rumi once said: if you want something, let your wish go en let it
light up because of longing: completely free of the personal.
With a ‘buggy’ filled with wishing dust, we would like to have some
time with your wishes. If you let us, we will flicker them into the
light of a flame.

Wensenstof
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:40 h

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

7
ARTISTS: Julie Kennivé (België); Nele Callebout (België); Arjuna Deketele
(België); Kim Fruyt (België); Laila Lanssari (België); Verena Bols (België);
TECHNICIANS: Pieter Durnez (België);

Zele (België); Gent (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://youtu.be/TFli1L-KW1k

www.nilahoop.be

www.julestingles.be



Foncé Gerrit

Breucq 41
9600 Ronse
België

+32 484 384 508
gerrit@partafou.be

Part A fou&Natural Living 63

During the week before ‘de gevleugelde stad’, they would like to
invite everyone who wants to participate in the making of the art
work. Jean Louis of Natural Living is the leader of the project.
On Friday the spectacle would be performed without burning down
the piece of art. On saterday the art work will be burned.
You can also bring something to burn with the ar work. It can be a
sacrafice, a sketch, a prayer…

The Fire Ritual
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:20 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

5
ARTISTS: Gerrit Foncé (België); Johan Seneca (België); Manuel Maes (België);
Sofia (België);
TECHNICIANS: Kim Fruit (België);

Ronse (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1OBJaR0uANY&feature=youtu.be

http://www.partafou.be

www.partafou.be



Ventura Alina

La Maleta dels Espectacles
c/ Santa Clotilde 6, baixos, local
08012 Barcelona
Spain
+34 652 356 493
+34 652 356 493
info@lamaleta.cat

Peus de porc (1) 64

Mechanical puppet theater offers you the opportunity to
manipulate puppets while trying to win the game to your opponent.
Different routines will test your skills. Mechanical puppet theater
consists of six glove puppet theaters that can be manipulated by
the public through levers and buttons as in the old Bar machines.
A pair of players can use levers to knock each other down and the
public can enjoy the game as if they were watching a puppet show.
Each glove theater represents a different routine inspired by the
traditional puppet theater.

Mechanical Puppet Theater
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau2:00 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Xesco Quadras (Spain); Ton Muntané (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Alina Ventura (Spain);

Centelles, Barcelona (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

http://www.lamaleta.cat/en/espectacles/mechanical-
puppet-theater/



Ventura Alina

La Maleta dels Espectacles
c/ Santa Clotilde 6, baixos, local
08012 Barcelona
Spain
+34 652 356 493
+34 652 356 493
info@lamaleta.cat

Peus de porc (2) 65

Circumloqui has set up its stage at the top of a motorized tricycle
and prepares itself to act around the town. A musitian and a clown
will be in charge of showing different numbers; magic, the
tightrope walker, the strong man, the animal tamer and, of course,
the incredible Bullet Baby, the only one able to flying more than 50
meters.
Travelling puppet show which mixes humour, home engineering,
and live music.

Circumloqui
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Xesco Quadras (Spain); Ton Muntané (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Alina Ventura (Spain);

Centelles, Barcelona (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=7&v=IU-2UzeJnl8

http://www.lamaleta.cat/en/espectacles/mechanical-
puppet-theater/



Gunson Pete
(XTRAX) Elena
Unit 4

S4 7PZ Sheffield
UK

+44 7931 339 161
mail@pif-paf.co.uk; touring@pif-paf.co.uk;
elena@xtrax.org.uk

Pif-Paf 66

The Celestial Sound Cloud explores the relationship between
nature and technology, and asks whether human symbiosis with
technology can draw us closer to nature by play.
The fibre optics (supported by starscape) and movement sensors
have been chosen to reflect technologies that are employed in our
age towards actions/policies of fear and hope and subtly ask if we
need to grasp for the stars in desperation of creating a new eden or
can we keep our feet firmly planted

on planet earth and playfully recover communication with our
nature.

Celestial Sound Cloud

Celestial Sound Cloud (short version: 45 min.)

nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

2:00 h

0:45 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

1
ARTISTS: Pete Gunson (UK);

Sheffield (UK);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/299636318

www.pif-paf.co.uk



Thorley Ivan
(XTRAX) Elena
2nd Floor, Stanford Gate,
South Rd
BN1 6SB Brighton
United Kingdom
+44 79 42 45 94 51

info@puppetswithguts.com; elena@xtrax.org.uk

Puppets with Guts 67

The LIPS are the newest creation from big puppet theatre company
Puppets with GUTS. A chorus of delightfully deviant divas whose
mouths have disembarked from their bodies, and embarked
instead on the rocky road to stardom, fame and fortune. They are
the largest puppet LIPS in history to sync with all your favourite
songs... get ready to sing together with these luscious, sumptuous
and undeniably vivacious big puppet LIPS. Come sing along with
the LIPS on Watford High Street!

“Stand by Me” sing The LIPS and “Dream a Little Dream of Me”...
from The Beatles to Sixties Soul and good old fashioned Swing
thrown in for good measure – dance the night away, paying
LIPService to the greatest LIPSinkers EVER! Illuminatingly
luminous by night The LIPS will light up your evening or brighten
the darkest of days with the sounds of the sultriest songstresses
since the Scissor Sisters...

Supported by Arts Council England.

The Lips
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

5
ARTISTS: Ivan Thorley (NZ); Cast TBC x 4 (UK); Cast TBC x 4 (UK); Cast TBC x
4 (UK); Cast TBC x 4 (UK);

Brighton (UK);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/356534775

https://vimeo.com/336297367

www.puppetswithguts.com



Kappers Rogier
(Entr'act) Claudia en Casper
Entr'act
Bestevaerstraat 36 III
1056 HP Amsterdam
Nederland
+31 6 55 15 77 61
+31 6 55 15 77 61
cc@entract.nl

Rogier Kappers 68

Why is the glass organ, an instrument that was very popular in the
18th and 19th centrury, almost dissapeared from the buttom of the
earth?
It is a story about the hypnotic sound of the singing glass that can
hypnotise you. Some people would even become mad. Rogier
Kappers built his own glass organ in a cargo bike because glass
organs aren’t for sale. With his cargo bike he roams trough cities
and countries.

He shows up at street corners, festivals, village squares and
enchants his public with old and new songs on the glass organ.
The songs genre variets from Bach till Brel.

de Glazendraaier
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:25 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

1
ARTISTS: Rogier Kappers (Nederland);

Amsterdam (Nederland);

number of persons on tour

current residence

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKAR0jQOmoE

https://glazendraaier.nl

https://entract.nl/companies/de-glazendraaier



Temmerman Johan

Liezeledorp 65
2870 Puurs
België

+32 494 20 67 74
temmerman.johan@scarlet.be

Ron Jaluai vzw (1) 69

A mobile, hilarious and interactive act where the public gets a mix
of funny and misleading drinks & juces, a surprising interaction, a
catchy laugh
The show can be costemized and can be performed by daylight or
in the dark.
Pure interaction, tasted by young and old, seasoned in a medley of
know tunes. The medley is transformed into a metal
‘jacket’/vibe/atmosphere.

Bartenders d'HELLuxe
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

7
ARTISTS: Johan Temmerman (België); Bram Verheyen (België); John
Keymeulen (België); Jo Geerts (België); Corinna De Jonge (België); Nele
Descheemaeker (België); Katrien Verlinden (België);

Puurs (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.facebook.com/ronjaluai/videos/2380355448957662/

www.ronjaluai.be



Temmerman Johan

Liezeledorp 65
2870 Puurs
België

+32 494 20 67 74
temmerman.johan@scarlet.be

Ron Jaluai vzw (2) 70

A psychedelic ; consciousness-expanding and astonished vibe in
wich the surroundings are transformed till a fairy landscape of
colour and stimulations.

Fire & Flora
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau2:00 h

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

7
ARTISTS: Johan Temmerman (België); Bram Verheyen (België); John
Keymeulen (België); Jo Geerts (België); Corinna De Jonge (België); Nele
Descheemaeker (België); Katrien Verlinden (België);

Puurs (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

www.ronjaluai.be



De Keyser ben.

Fonteinstraat 96-1
3050 Oud-Herverlee
België

+32 476 905 793
ben.sacredplaces@icloud.com

Sacred Places (1) 71

Light installation HYPER • SPHERE. The Moon, our Earth by day
and night, planet Mars and Venus. All celestial bodies that can be
reached by humans with current space technology. It is 360°
projection on a giant ball. A landmark that attracts attention. The
installation works in all environments, both in parks and in an
urban environment.

Light Installation - 360° Giant Ball Projection

Hyper-Sphere
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau2:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

7
ARTISTS: ben. de keyser (België); Jesse De keyser (België); Sarah Selfslagh
(België); Olivier Immier (België); Jules De Royer (België); Singer (België);
Stahehand (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/381116193

www.sacredplaces.be



De Keyser ben.

Fonteinstraat 96-1
3050 Oud-Herverlee
België

+32 476 905 793
ben.sacredplaces@icloud.com

Sacred Places (2) 72

TWINKLE - A ‘Candlelight' Installation. Hundreds of candles,
turning in the wind, forming a warm glow of lights, a cloud of stars:
TWINKLE.

Kinetic Mobile Candle Light Installation

Twinkle
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux2:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/385089330

www.sacredplaces.be



De Keyser ben.

Fonteinstraat 96-1
3050 Oud-Herverlee
België

+32 476 905 793
ben.sacredplaces@icloud.com

Sacred Places (3) 73

The Hollographer is a large Light and Video installation with which
we create three-dimensional images in a smart way. The
construction is a hexahedron standing at its point. The images are
highly variable and can be tailor-made. It is a landmark that attracts
attention.
The installation works in all environments, both in parks and in an
urban environment.

Light installation

The Hollographer
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau2:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

7
ARTISTS: ben. de keyser (België); Jesse De keyser (België); Sarah Selfslagh
(België); Olivier Immier (België); Jules De Royer (België); Singer (België);
Stahehand (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

www.sacredplaces.be



De Keyser ben.

Fonteinstraat 96-1
3050 Oud-Herverlee
België

+32 476 905 793
ben.sacredplaces@icloud.com

Sacred Places & Lyapunov 74

Balance at Poterne is a tailor-made show for the Poterne footbridge
in Ypres. A collaboration with Lyapunov's string dancers ... string
acrobatics ... fire performance ... video projection ... live singing ...
Taiko drums … For other locations, all elements are adapted to the
possibilities of the site.

Collaboration  between LYAPUNOV and SACRED PLACES
collaboration
site-specific spectacle

Balance at Poterne
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:20 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

number of persons on tour

current residence

www.sacredplaces.be



Mazereel Sonja

Halve Reningestraat 4
8640 Oostvleteren
België
+32 57 40 12 16
+32 474 259 400
sonjAMAZEreel@outlook.com

sonjAMAZEreel 75

Back to medieval Ypres

Because of ‘de gevleugdelde stad’ she and here team create a XL
streetpainting that brings the Midievel Ypres back to life. Trough
the right view, the public will see the old city grow from nothing to
the moment of its full glory.

By the way, there is also a cat walking around somewhere.

interactive 3D streetpainting
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau5:00 h

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

10
ARTISTS: Sonja Mazereel (België); Dille Dornez (België); Bente Dornez (België);
Raphaël Pareit (België); Aaron Dornez (België); Jielke Nys (België); student BK
Heilige familie (België); student BK Heilige familie (België); student BK Heilige
familie (België); student BK Heilige familie (België);

Oostvleteren (België); Ieper (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3E6coIUn70

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2juYr2Xjeo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CWShNCiPklY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbtM_g-UfeA

https://ello.co/sonjamazereel



De Winter Stefaan

Emiel Verhaerenlaan 60
9050 Gentbrugge
België

+32 472 553 987
stefaan.spielerei@gmail.com

Stefaan De Winter - CirQ vzw 76

The smallest disco in the whole world!

La Grande Boite may be is the most ambitious name for the world’s
smallest disco. The best DJ’s presents their coolest songs in the
world’s smallest club. There is a gigantic disco ball on the one-
square-meter dance floor. A place where you experience your
wildest excesses.

The crowd is competely under control by the door keeper while the
staff of the club pampers you. Welcome! Welcome! Welcome!

La Grande Boite
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux1:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Jan Deneve (België); Mareille Labohm (Nederland); Stefaan De Winter
(België);

Gent (België);

number of persons on tour

current residence

www.dieverdammtespielerei.be

www.cirq.be



Ruiter Tanja

HH Producties
Kromme Leimuidenstraat 2
1059 EM Amsterdam
Nederland
+31 20 40 82 504
+31 61 60 78 534
tanja@hhproducties.nl

Tall Tales Company 77

One strong woman, three circus performers and hunderd balls for
juggling. These are the ingredients for ‘One of these Days’.
How do you organise your life? Do you choose for peace and
contentment, or do you see life more as a match, a way to the top?
Do you take your friends with you on your travel to success, or do
you take a short cut and leave your friends behind?
In ‘One of these Days’ the performers test their stamina as well as
the stamina of each other.

They outdo themselves, make an impresson and they involve the
public with their game. No one wants to leave behind with empty
hands.
Mixing acrobatics, dances en juggling into a suprising and swirling
choreography.
A funcky show full of energy with the soundtrack  of artists like
Pink floyd, Tom Waits and Jimi Hendrix.

One of these Days
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:25 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

5
ARTISTS: Maartje Bonarius (Nederland); Harm van der Laan (Nederland); Joris
de Long (Nederland); Hannah Lennox / Jakob Lohmann (Nederland);
OTHER PERSONS: Margot Moroux (France);

Rotterdam (Nederland);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/313781069

https://www.hhproducties.nl

https://talltales.nl



Moulding Tamzen
(XTRAX) Elena

22 Cantle Avneune Downes Barn
MK14 7QS Milton Keynes
UK
+44 77 33 15 54 27
+44 77 33 15 54 27
tamzenmoulding@gmail.com; elena@xtrax.org.uk

Tamzen Moulding - Inverted 78

Featuring impressive hand-balancing, playful acrobatics and a
mysterious box of tricks, BOX offers a humorous and uplifting tale
about sibling connection, competition and compassion.
Based on, in, atop and around a custom-built Cube that expands
over the course of the show, BOX explores that special space
(sometimes stirring, often challenging) that siblings share, play,
care and grow in.

Negotiating this world, our brother and sister use their imagination,
skills and showmanship to vie for the attentions of the audience,
only to learn that real success is found somewhat closer to home.

Box
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:35 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Tamzen Moulding  (UK); Aaron Marshol (UK);
OTHER PERSONS: tbc (driver) (UK);

Miton Keynes (UK);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://invertedtheatre.co.uk/twofolio/box/

www.invertedtheatre.co.uk



Fernandes  Sergio
Töws Anna
Kunstquartier Bethanien
Mariannenplatz 2 - E55
10997 Berlin
Germany
+49 157 23 45 26 84
+49 157 23 45 26 84
Booking@teatro-so.com

Teatro SÓ 79

A POETRY SHOW ABOUT LOVE AND MEMORIES.
How to write a love story, of a lasting love in time, filling a life
till its twilight, and never ending for whom who still beholds the
past? The writing of this love story does not begin upon the heroic
deaths of Romeo and Juliet, it flows out of an old couple’s entire
life, for whom love is that very whole fully
accomplished life. One’s DEATH haunts with solitude the life of the
other. A solitude which the strength of the remembrances
turns phantoms alive, not giving up on loving the remaining

one, zealous guardian angels, invisible lovers whose
kisses are made of wind. The one who left is now invisible,
though his soul blesses the one who stayed, inhabiting the
breath of the one who loved him, waiting for the reencounter,
knowing that life still goes on for the remaining on. Solitude
is a recurring theme in the plays of “teatro só.” However,
the characters are not touched by despair, but rather by the
reflection of gestures and the gratitude of memory....
letting it passed through the heart, again, one more time.

Sorriso
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux0:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Sérgio Fernandes  (Portugal); Ana Gabriel  (Portugal);
TECHNICIANS: Ferdinand Breil (Germany);

Berlin (Germany);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yDzjJB6hi8Q&feature=emb_logo

Teatro-so.com



Kennett Nikki
(XTRAX) Elena

37 Greenways
PO21 4QE Pagham
UK

+44 077 75 92 74 45
nikki@theshowglobe.co.uk; ; elena@xtrax.org.uk

The Show Globe 80

The Enchanted Flower Globe is a visually beautiful and very
interactive walking act by The Show Globe from the U.K. It
transports the spectator to a place of imagination and wonder
whatever their age. The performance character is Floris, the flower
nymph who is surrounded by beautiful oversized flowers, leaves
and the little creatures that live inside this unique microclimate.
She brings the beautiful butterfly puppets to life with a little help
from the public, particularly the children, in a series of short
vignettes as she meets the public.

The whole globe glides short distances during its 30 or 45 minute
sets with tranquil music playing from it, peppered with bird song,
crickets and buzzing bees. It brings a ray of sunshine to events
whatever the weather, the Globe is completely waterproof so will
still perform in the rain! The public are encouraged to press the big
button on the outside to trigger the special effect. It’s quite the
spectacle, standing at 2.30m tall, it’s visible even in dense crowds,
becoming brightly illuminated for dusk and evening performances.

Enchanted Flower Globe
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

2
ARTISTS: Nikki Kennett (UK);
TECHNICIANS: Tim Kennett (UK);

Pagham (UK);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/292921911

www.theshowglobe.co.uk



Kim Andrew
(XTRAX) Elena

Ashenhurst Road 9
OL14 8EB Todmorden
UK
+44 1706 81 26 45
+44 79 28 33 09 06
andrew@thingumajig.info; elena@xtrax.org.uk

Thingumajig Theatre 81

In Thingumajig Theatre's (UK) GHOST CARIBOU, giant illuminated
creatures, part caribou, part spirit, roam a mystical world after
dark, accompanied by a wild herdsperson. As they gather a crowd,
they clear a space to perform their other-wordly ceremony. With
music, song and shadow puppets they tell stories of lost homes,
impossible migrations and seeds of hope before continuing the
journey into their hauntingly beautiful dream-world of the night.

Ghost Caribou is a walkabout act with a static show where two 4
metre tall caribou lantern puppets and a caribou herder and her
wheeled cart are performed in the street or festival along a
designated route agreed between booker and Thingumajig Theatre.
3 people are involved in the performance. The caribou interact with
audience and then stop and perform a 15-minute static show which
involves music (live and recorded), movement and a shadow
puppet play before they continue their promenade.

Ghost Caribou
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:40 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Andrew Kim (South Korea); Kathy Kim (UK); Stephan Pope (UK);

Hebden Bridge (UK);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hC0W7Ws8ejA

http://thingumajig.info/projects/ghost-caribou/

http://thingumajig.info/



Alfaro Sandra

Sant Jordi, S/N
25612 Les Avellanes
Spain
+34 6 44 40 21 62
+34 6 44 40 21 62
espectaclespectacular@gmail.com

Toc de Fusta 82

A weird refuge of a crazy castaway, focused on dethe game and his
isolation.
l'atelier is a peculiar carpenter's workshop where the machines
work by themselves. A strange workshop where the game is
necessary to be able to use and hammers remotely.
The visit to l'atelier gives the public the opportunity to discover,
play and use all the tools as well as being able to look in the
drawers and all the nooks and crannies.

Discover the place where ‘Crusoe's friends’ were created and get
into the mine of this solitary castaway.
Bored from not being able to share his freetime with anyone,
decided to make friends with washed up debris from a sunken
ship.

The interactive area is recommended for children 7 years or older..

l'atelier
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau1:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

4
ARTISTS: Laura Utgé (Spain); Alfred Boràs (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Núria Reixach (Spain); Sandra Alfaro (Spain);

Les Avellanes (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://youtu.be/LdKzFlF6LBY

www.tocdefusta.com



Knight Matt

c/ Bolivia 7,
8018 Barcelona
España
+34 6 59 39 86 63
+34 6 59 39 86 63
matt@twistedfairground.com

Twisted Fairground 83

Roll up, roll up for a cog and pulley wire ride through the recesses
of reality... a carnival of strange and wondrous attractions...
Board the ghost train to the ultimate charlatans’ dime museum
curated by…who? Nomadic shamans? Scholars? Or bare faced
liars and wild opportunists? 
Whatever you want to hear, The Twisted Fairground will ensure
that you hear it. Behold a rare opportunity, a comic physical
journey through a world of automated puppetry and installation.

Are they selling a way out…or a way in? Or is it all just a wild and
colourful con… ...and can we even tell the difference anymore? ...
The Twisted Fairground present an immersive theatrical journey
that will at once beguile and bewilder. Taking place in a 12m x 12m
space over 40 minutes, the show also features three smaller
installations and other interconnected shows fusing the ludicrous
kinetic world of 21st century mechanics and the shadows and
trickery of the 19th century side show.

... Fruitful Curiosities?
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:45 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

3
ARTISTS: Matt Knight (UK); Christine Pockorny (Germany); Yke Maas
(Nederland);

Barcelona (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

http://www.twistedfairground.com/installations.php

https://vimeo.com/16360017

www.twistedfairground.com



Plaza Bohemia, edf Belen 1, Portal 2, 4B
30009 Murcia
Spain
+34 659 19 33 73
+34 669 57 12 57
uparte.cia@gmail.com

UpArte Cia. 84

Acrobatics of a high technical level are executed in a space in
which the relationship between objects and people are calculated
with precision and argument. Nothing is arbitrary.
Áureo seeks to create in the viewer an attractiveness towards the
visual, a contrast between the cozy and the uncertainty of each
acrobatics, each jump, each fall.
Despite not having any plot thread, the work invites us to travel
a path of transformation, where the scenery will be developed
throughout the entire functions. The interpreters, plain and

natural will take us by the hand along this path of images,
acrobatics, music and emotions.
Within this aesthetic and orderly environment, humor interrupts
without avoided. Situations that are resolved in the most humane
way bring to light the absurdity of normalcy. Áureo is a dynamic
and entertaining circus show that combines different disciplines,
portes, banquina, russian bar, juggling and the manipulation of the
objects that make up the scenery.

Áureo
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:40 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

9
ARTISTS: Anjara Moreno Egea (Spain); Gisela Segatti (Argentina); Guimel
Amaro Martin Conesa (Spain); Ruben Martinez Sanchez (Spain); Oscar Vilas
Rivero (Spain); Israel Bernabe Gallego (Spain); Jesús Fuentes Albaladejo
(Spain);
TECHNICIANS: Pedro Antonio Bermejo (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Vitaly Motuzka (Spain);

Murcia (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXdC7bnidxA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8kxXP_jKELQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=43a8GJk7ycc&feature=emb_logo

www.ciauparte.es



Ortiz Sara
Saray
Nave Estreyarte
Ctra de Otura- Dílar,s/n
18152 Dílar- Granada
Espagne

+34 682 08 36 83
voletemps@gmail.com

Vol'e Temps 85

DistanS speaks of friendship: the memories that still live in our
hearts despite the years that have passed. It speaks of the fragility
of human nature, of breakdowns, breakups, loneliness, and a love
strong enough to regenerate and rebuild relationships with those
around us.
An emotional journey through a visual and audio landscape,
combining elements of acrobatics and physical theater to deliver
an organic, poignant and thoroughly enjoyable show.

DistanS
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:55 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

4
ARTISTS: Sara Ortiz (France); Albert Moncunill Ferrer (Spain);
TECHNICIANS: Oskar Vizcaino Ríos (Spain);
OTHER PERSONS: Saray Angulo (Spain);

Grenade (Spain);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZAamG6Dm5TI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZZbSlwKWdM&index=1&list=PLXTT4UHcSU0mOJIO48SO1hetYXiZwSX0i

http://voletemps.com/distans



Schoonens Annemarie

België

+32 476 06 25 27
vuurkunstperformance@gmail.com

Vuurkunst 86

An fire and light installation with a lot of fireflames. It will amaze
you and will create a fairy-like atmosphere.

Lots of fire light lantarns that can transform the darkest nights into
a fairylike atmosphere.

Vuur-kunstwerk-installatie vuuropstelling

De ZigZag kubus Vuur-kunstwerk-installatie

nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

2:30 h

2:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

2

Leopoldsburg ();

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xnKtE7vIfgc&feature=emb_logo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QjrV1dGA--I&feature=emb_logo

https://www.vuurkunst.net/gallery

www.vuurkunst.net



De Belder Wouter
Wolters Inez

Elandsgang 8
5042 LP Tilburg
Nederland
+32 486 36 25 23
+32 486 36 25 23
wouter@zwermers.nl; inez@zwermers.nl

Zwermers 87

An inquiry which questions and breaks through the framework
around femininity and masculinity and makes new proposals. (Hu)
man stripped of boxes, back to its core existence.
Do people wear clothes or clothes wear people?
In this strong repetitive and visual performance the body is treated
as a white canvas. New identities appear en go. An ode to the
richness, diversity and colourfulness of people.

The performance can be played in a unique self built construction
of scaffolding pipes, a real eye catcher in the streets or on a
festival ground.
Pan~// Catwalk was created in september 2018 and premiered at
Smeltkroezen in De Nieuwe Vorst, Tilburg

Pan~// Catwalk
nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau0:30 h

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

this group was selected and ready to perform during the festival De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper 2020 / City of Wings Ypres 2020

4
ARTISTS: Inez Wolters (Nederland); Paul van de Waterlaat (Nederland); Wouter
De Belder (België);
TECHNICIANS: Sander Verbiest (Nederland);

Tilburg (Nederland);

number of persons on tour

current residence

https://vimeo.com/353527152

https://vimeo.com/305944755

www.zwermers.nl


